Abstract-In optimizing some property of a system, reliability say, a designer usually has to accept certain constraints regarding cost,
I. INTRODUCTION L AGRANGE multipliers techniques, LMT, have been used successfully to solve constrained optimization problems in both engineering and economics. In the field of reliability engineering, use of LMT is well documented by Tillman, Hwang, and Kou [l]. LMT's are fundamental to the applied mathematics field best known as optimization theory 'or mathematical programming (see Vidal [2] ). However, few engineers appear to be familiar with the wide applicability of LMT; hence this paper.
During the past twenty years some effort has been made to obtain a better interaction between the theory and practice .of optimization, This paper is offered as a modest contribution in this direction.
We present the LMT by introducing some fundamental concepts of optimization-theory. Some elementary problems are'solved emphasizing the geometrical understanding of the solution procedure. The limitations of the classical LMT are discussed.
This paper presents a new approach, a graphical (nonalgoiithmic) method, to solve a family of simple resource-allocation problems. The method is illustrated within the context of a simple reliability problem.
The LMT can be displayed in the method probiem structure mapping, developed by Fuller from a suggestion by Polya [3]. The Fuller-Polya map is a mechanism for systemizing and organizing the problem solving procedure: It,shows the structure of the solution procedure independent of the mathematical manipulations. It focuses the attention on the solution method rather than on the specific answer. Once constructed the Fuller-Polya map Manuscript received December 23, 1985; revised May 28, 1986: The authors are with the Technical University of Denmark, DK-2800 IEEE Log Number 8609901.
Lyngby, Denmark. also shows the structure of the solution of all similar problems. The last section of this paper shows a Fuller-Polya diagram for an optimization problem solved by LMT.
Some important aspects of LMT are not discussed in this paper. One of these is the case of the geometrical interpretation of the optimal conditions of a constrained optimization problem resulting in the well-known KuhnTucker conditions (see Vidal [2]).
OPTIMAL DISTRIBUTION OF A COOLANT TO A
COOLING SYSTEM The LMT will be applied in the analysis of a cool.ing system to determine the optimum distribution of .coolant to the subsystems for maximum system reliability [4] . The subsystems are assumed to be cooled in series. Only the cooling of electronic equipment will be considered. Fig.  1 shows a typical curve of failure rate, ai (xi), of the ith subsystem, i = 1, ---, n , as a function of the coolant flow rate, xi.
The reliability of the ith subsystem is assumed to decrease exponentially with time: R i ( t ) = exp [ -ai(x;)tli Assuming that all subsystems are statistically independent and connected in series (no redundancy is allowed) the system reliability is n is the number of subsystems and W is the total flow rate allowed.
This constrained optimization problem can be transformed into an unconstrained one by introducing a Lugrange multiplier, X; that is we. introduce a penalty for not satisfying (2).
The unconstrained optimization problem now takes the form:
The problem can be decomposed into n similar problems each in one variable, xi,
If ai(xi) is a differentiable convex function, as for example, ki/xi, then a necessary and sufficient condition for optimality is Equation (3) illustrates a well-known principle in microeconomics, which states that the marginal utility of each subsystem is equal to a particular constant, the Lagrange multiplier. For the case ai&) = ki/ni, (3) specializes to (4), I --
The n values can be substituted into (2)' which is satisfied for X = X*.
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A popular interpretation of X is that .of a shadow price; a shadow price is defined as the marginal increase (or decrease) in utility due to a marginal increase (or decrease) in resource.
In this example, the optjpal solution could be found analytically using the LMT. I n [5] a similar approach is utilized to optimize the reliability of some simple circuit problems.
The n constraints xi 2 0 are not explicitly included in (1) and (2), but due to the structure of the problem they will automatically be satisfied.
THE GEOMETRIC ARGUMENT
Let our, starting point be the n functions a: = -ai (xi) all'of which are differentiable, strictly concave and increasing functions; see fourth quadrant of larger .maximas, the F(W*(X))'s, for larger and larger
The perturbation filnction, (l), becomes As illustrated in Fig.  2 , first quadrant, the xT(X)-value may also be found as the intersection between the horizontal line si = X and the curve si = -dai(xi)/dxi, this is the condition stipulated in (3). If we add the mi-curves horizontally,.the sumcurve, S, will also be intersected by IV. ECONOMIC FUEL DISPATCH In this section, we examine a more difficult problem'. It is desired to minimize the total fuel consumption for a given configuration of a power generation system composed of n units. The total power production of the system should be equal to a ioad L. Moreover, the ith unit's output xi (MW) is subjected to a' set of special constraints that impose an upper bound and a lower bound on each x;. Assuming that the fuel consumption at each unit is a quadratic function of xi, the optimization model is This problem is also decomposable, and for each i we have to subject to:
If the optimal.x;, x: , is an interior point then for if x: < LBi, reset x: = LB;, and if x: > UBi reset x: = Now,. an iterative procedure-can be developed. For a given X, (13) uniquely determines 'a set of $'s, if (1 1) is satisfied, then we have an optimal solution.^ Otherwise, 'X should be suitably modified. This is actually the essence of the LMT, which also can be applied to more complex problems; e.g., in [9] a fuel dispatch problem is handled by this approach. Note that the approach suggested in Section I11 can be modified to solve the problem in this section, since (13) already defines a linear relationship like those from Table I .
Does the LMT always work? Let us look at a third example.
UB;.

V. LEAST COST ALLOCATIONS OF RELIABILITY
INVESTMENTS The problem is one of optimizing the redundancy of an n-starre system: each stage consists of a number x; of Dar-allel (redundant) components of cost ci and reliability ai. The separate stages are taken to be in series, so that the system is operable if, and only if, every stage contains at least one operable 'component. The allocation problem is then to choose the stage redundaucies (xi's) in such a manner as to maximize the system reliability subject to constrained total cost. The states of all components are assumed to be statistically independent. The system's reliability is given by
Since maximizing the logarithm of a function maximizes the function, we take our payoff to be the logarithm of the reliability. Our problem is to determine (14) subject to:
This optimization problem differs from the two discussed earlier in that the xi's ought to be integers. The (generalized) LMT can be applied in a similar way as shown above. The problem is decomposable, so we have to
. , subject to:
For given X, this 'problem is readily solved, for instance by simple enumeration. Now, 'the iterative procedure developed in the last section can also be applied to solve (14), (15) , and (16). That is, X is modified iteratively until the values of the xi's satisfy (15).
Does such a X-value that generate the xi's always exist? The answer is no. The examples we have shown in the earlier sections are so-called "nice" problems because: l) the variables to be found were continuous,. 2 ) the payoff function to be maximized was concave, and 3) the region of feasible values was coltvex. In such situations the perturbation function, F( ), is concave and' the existence of X* coqesponds to the existence of support hyperplanes; this is illustrated in Fig. 3 . For the example in Section V the perturbation function is illustrated in Fig.  4 . Fig. 4 illustrates that for the problem of (14) a support hyperplane cannot always be found. This corresponds to the fact that, in general, there.exists no X which can generate the right-hand side of (15). These regions of C-values are denominated gaps. Fortunately, for large-scale problems the gaps are small, and near-optimal solutions can be found, as shown in (10). The LMT as applied to to solve engineering problems.
The iterative procedure will be similar to the LMT, but
we have now two multipliers (ai, Xi) for each constraint.
The main disadvantage resides in the fact that the generalized Lagrangian function is not decomposable.
VU. OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS
LMT can also be used to solve dynamic optimization problems [14] . Let us see'a simple example, an optimal control problem. A student beginning a course which lasts n weeks wants to plan his study time to pass the course without working more than necessary. His knowledge level k increases as the work invested, x , increases; it is assumed that A k = a x p , a > 0 , 0 < 0 < 1 . However, his memory is imperfect; from one week to the next he retains only a fraction b (0 < b < 1) of his knowledge. If ki is his knowledge level at the end of the ith week and xi is the work done during the ith week, then k i = a * x g + b * k i -l , i = l , 2 ; . .
, n
The student wishes to minimize the total work invested
, n and
k, is the initial knowledge level and K is the level requirement to pass the examination. This problem is a generalization of the one discussed in [ 111 for 0 = i.
We use n multipliers, X,, one per constraint.
Note that the problem is decomposable. L has to be maximized with respect to xi and to ki.
a~/ a x~
That is, the student's weekl work should be increased by the constant factor Q = b' Y - (' ') each week. The optimal work schedule is completely determined from the boundary conditions k,, = 0 and kn = K . F(K) = -X I -Q * X I -* -e"-' . x1
A formal application of the LMT to optimal control problems will result in the well-known (linear) maximum principle as shown in [12] . Moreover, in [13] a generalized (nonlinear) maximum principle is shortly discussed. These new results may be applied to a number of practical engineering problems.,
VIII. CONSTRUCTING A FULLER-POLYA MAP
Following Kardos [3], the preliminaries to construction of a Fuller-Polya map are the same as for any problem. The problem must first be understood. The data must be identified, the unknown expressed explicitly; and the physical and economical principles, with their mathematical algorithms must be identified. This is done to the best of one's abilities; but it does not need to be completed right away. The construction of the Fuller-Polya map itself wili demonstrate if there are sufficient connections among the known data and the unknown quantities, and also indicate what may be missing.
Let us assume that all closed form problem solution structures have two sets of components: 1) variables (data, intermediate, solution) ; 2) algorithms, which related the variables to one another (they may be reversible) and/or table look-ups (which usually are irreversible).
The Fuller-Polya map for the complete problem is constructed by joining the algorithms together by the way'of their variables, each variable appearing only once. Fig. 5 shows the Fuller-Polya map for the decomposable problem solved in Section I1 by the LMT. The elaboration of these maps within the context of optimization can be quite powerful tools in teaching and sales-promoting activities.
